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Precise Words
Worksheet 1
Replace the highlighted words or phrase with a more appropriate
word.

Before you begin
Read the blog on KidSmart’s website titled “Effective writing using precise
language” .
https://kidsmartapp.co.uk/content/english/precise-language-improve-writing/

Let’s get started
1. The office is situated next to a very crowded marketplace.
The office is situated next to a _______ marketplace.
2. The report entails very detailed research.
The report entails _______ research.
3. The stone is now revealed to be a very old Roman artefact.
The stone is now considered as a _______ Roman artefact.
4. I was feeling very tired after the workout.
I was feeling _______ after the workout.
5. Robert was feeling very unhappy after the accident.
Robert was feeling _______ after the accident.
6. I took my friend to a good cafe last Friday.
I took my friend to a/an _______ cafe last Friday.
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7. It was a good movie that kept glued to our seats.
It was a/an _______ movie that kept glued to our seats.
8. It is a good achievement, and you should be proud of it.
It is a/an _______ achievement, and you should be proud of it.
9. I felt bad for shouting at him unnecessarily.
I felt _______ for shouting at him unnecessarily.
10. John was expelled from the institution for his bad behaviour.
John was expelled from the institution for his _______ behaviour.
11. Ray’s company was in trouble for contaminating the river with bad chemicals.
Ray’s company was in trouble for contaminating the river with _______
chemicals.

Challenging Questions
1. The machine uses new technology and is being used by every big studio in
the country.
The machine uses _______ technology and is being used by every big studio
in the country.
2. The millennials quickly catch up with the new trends these days.
The millennials quickly catch up with the _______ trends these days.
3. Raymond sustained many injuries in a terrible car accident.
Raymond sustained _______ injuries in a terrible car accident.
4. The same issue has hindered our plans before on many occasions.
The same issue has hindered our plans before on _______ occasions.
5. Patrick’s first reaction to the proposal was positive.
Patrick’s _______ reaction to the proposal was positive.
6. We were lucky as the disease was still in its first stage.
We were lucky as the disease was still in its _______ stage.
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